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ABSTRACT 

Internet of things networks (IoT) has emerged as promising technology for handling small network based 
devices. However, its limited resources remain the main concern in implementing this type of networks. 
Energy one of the main factor of these resources where most of IoT devices depends on batteries. Energy 
reduction efforts are continuous in different trends; protocol overhead is one of the main topic in this 
direction. Most recently proposed trust-based security approaches include high overhead in term of energy 
consumption; however, this overhead is not investigated. In this paper, the energy overhead of recently 
proposed trust model research is investigated. Three of the main trust models for security purposed is 
investigated. Results show how protocol overhead can directly affect the energy consumption. It mainly 
demonstrates that high number of packets exchange in any algorithm can increase the energy overhead. 
Results shows that low communication overhead algorithm has efficiently reduced the power dissipation and 
enhance network lifetime 

Keywords: Internet Of Things (Iot) , Trust Model , Energy , Power Dissipation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Recently, Internet of Things (IoT) has 
gradually became part of human lives due to the 
increasing access to wireless communication 
systems such as RFID, WiFi and 4G and the concept 
is multiple-folded [1]. It uses many services, 
standards and technologies. The data transfer from 
one node sensor to another in IoT devices is carried 
out through various communication architectures 
such as Machine-to-Machine (M2M) [2]. The first-
hop path communication technology between IoT 
devices and server is usually made of wireless radio 
access for ease of deployment and installation [3]. 

There are many differences between IoT 
network characteristics that use wireless 
technologies and those that use traditional wireless 
or wired networks when the number of devices 
participating in one communication domain is huge 
[4]. Additionally, the quantity of generated traffic by 
IoT devices are mostly lower than those in 
traditional network devices. Because, each IoT 
device identifies and transmit a small packet of data 
to its corresponding IoT gateway [5]. Furthermore, 
IoT devices are limited in term of computing 

resources and battery and operate steadily for a 
longer period of time without human interference 
[6] [7]. 

The operation of IoT Devices depends 
principally on available sources of battery power 
[4]. So, the energy efficiency is one of the most 
critical task in management operations of IoT 
devices [8]. Various research works have been 
proposed to investigate energy efficacy for battery 
operated nodes and lifetime maximization [9]. 
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols layer 
mainly focuses on specifying duty cycle of sensor 
nodes. On the other hand, data collection and 
several-to-one transmission is the main destination 
in routing layer protocols [4]. During deployment of 
IoT network, battery consumption should be 
considered as the major priority. On the other hand, 
the characteristics of IoT networks and its 
application are more complex when compared with 
the traditional WSNs in many perspectives. This 
include accurate use of wireless radio access 
technologies with IoT gateways, bidirectional traffic 
between the gateways and IoT devices and varied 
data for actuation and sensing [10].  
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For this reason, energy consumption is a 
critical factor in implementation of any data 
communication approach in IoT networks [11]. Its 
practical applications in IoT are limited due to the 
high power consumption and limited bandwidth 
[12]. In this paper, the energy consumption of the 
recently proposed trust models of IoT gateways is 
measured. The remaining part of this paper is 
organized in the following sequence: in the first 
section, an overview of energy conservation issues 
are presented. Subsequently, the details of the 
investigated approaches are described. Thereafter, 
the evaluation, simulation parameters and 
topologies are described. Finally the simulation 
results are presented by describing the energy 
overhead of the investigated research works. 

2. ENERGY CONSERVATION ISSUES IN 
IOT 

Different factors affect energy 
conservation in IoT environment. For instance, 
issues of power saving in IoT devices during 
network realization of IoT/M2M is associated with 
the use of wireless radio technologies such as LTE-
Advanced, Wi-Fi or Bluetooth devices [13]. On the 
other hand, IoT device activity has the highest 
impact on energy consumptions due to its critical 
role in reducing time IoT nodes remain in active 
status [14]. Some researchers inferred that collision 
can cause energy disputation in which Transmission 
process is repeated. Over hearing also is another 
problem caused by high density sensor nodes that 
can lead to interferences with neighbouring IoT 
devices during data transmission [15]. 

 Nodes within reach exhibit a particular 
problem that leads to burn up of energy resources 
owing to the reception and processing unusable 
information. Protocols overhead is considered one 
of the main factors of power dissipation [16]. Also, 
IoT optimized protocols are expected to meet the 
requirement of IoT devices [17]. The protocols 
control and exchanged information depleted by the 
energy resources. The cost of data transmission is 
more than the cost of data processing [18]. 
However, data aggregation is required within 
clusters in other to minimize the amount of data 
transmitted, since cluster heads or Gateways are 
responsible for processing and monitoring queries 
[19]. It facilitates many energy dissipating effects 
[20].  

In this process, data coming from different 
sources are combined into a single data packet 

which enables it to reduce redundancy and minimize 
number of transmissions [21]. Energy efficiency 
could be implemented in the proposed protocols 
through the use of a suitable metrics [22]. Different 
optimization process are required to minimize 
energy consumption overhead by minimizing 
communication and computation overhead and 
considering energy status of IoT devices in networks 
[16]. 

3. INVESTIGATION OF THE ENERGY 
OVERHEAD OF THE SECURITY TRUST 
MODEL 

In this section, the communication and 
computation overhead of security-based trust model 
is measured. Three recent proposed research works 
are selected to investigate their performance. The 
papers are selected from recent related works in the 
field of trust based IoT security approaches. The 
proposed work on [23]. is a Trust-Based Adaptive 
Security in IoT (TAS-IoT) which depends mainly on 
providing security based trust model where IoT 
devices target traffic of its neighbours for security 
issues and the trust is calculated upon monitoring 
the results. The second proposed work in [24] is a 
Security & Trusted Devices under the Context of 
Internet of Things (STD-IoT). It focus mainly on the 
provision of security trust model where gateway 
monitor IoT devices that belongs to it and compute 
the trust based on its trust values. It then sent back 
information to the IoT devices as recommendations 
[25]. 

The third paper relies on design of Trust 
management system for Internet of Things which 
considers multiservice and context-aware approach 
(Context-IoT) [26]. This approach depends on trust 
manager that is responsible for investigation of the 
trustworthiness of each node in the network after the 
completion of each task and respond accordingly. 
When a network node is required to send data to a 
specific node, it first send a query packet to the trust 
manager inquiring for the trust of the destination and 
wait for the manager to response before it begins to 
communication with it. 

4. PERFORMANCE METRICS 
In this paper, energy is the main concern, 

thus the main evaluation metrics include average 
energy consumption, average energy remaining and 
the lowest energy remaining in the network node. 
NS2 simulator [27] provides an energy model for 
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simulation of IoT and WSN devices. The Energy 
Model is a nodal attributed concept which represents 
the energy level in a mobile node [28]. 

Energy model is obtain using Class Energy 
Model in NS-2.35 with the following features: 

 txPower: Transmission power in watts 
 rxPower: Power Received in watts 
 initialEnergy: Starting Energy in joules 
 sleepPower : consumed energy in sleep 

status 
 idlePower: consumed energy in idle state 

when          where is no activities. 

 
An update was implemented in the Energy Model of 
NS2 in other to add a sensor power that would 
indicate the amount of energy consumed during 
traffic monitoring. 

Average consuming energy:  

This evaluation metrics calculate the 
average value of the energy consumed in each IoT 
device. The energy consumed depends on the 
required communication overhead in term of 
sending, receiving and sensing activities of each 
node. The consumed energy of each node can be 
calculated using the following equation (1)  

𝐸𝑛 𝐸𝑛 𝐸𝑛 𝐸𝑛 𝐸𝑛                
𝐸𝑛                                      1  

                               

Where 𝐸𝑛 ∶ the consumed energy 𝐸𝑛 ,: 
energy consumed in sending data , 𝐸𝑛  : is the 
energy consumed during data reception, 
𝐸𝑛  is the energy consumed in an idle state of a 
device when no action is performed. 𝐸𝑛 ∶
 Energy consumed by a node in a sleep state. 
𝐸𝑛 ∶ The energy consumed when the node is 
monitoring or sensing data from other nodes 

 If a network contain N nodes, then the average 
consumed energy estimated using the equation (2) 
below:  

𝐸𝑛 _  
∑ 𝐸𝑛 _

𝑛                                     2                                              

Where 𝐸𝑛 _  represent energy consumed at the 
node i.  

Average remaining energy:  

The average remaining energy indicate the 
average value of energy remained in the network 
nodes. It is an indication of the expected network 
lifetime. The remained energy can be estimated by 
subtracting the consumed energy from the initial 
energy as shown in equation (3) below.  

𝐸𝑛  𝐸𝑛  𝐸𝑛                                3                                     

Where 𝐸𝑛  represents the initial nodal energy, 
𝐸𝑛  is the energy consumed at the node. 

If a network contains N nodes, then the average 
consumed energy can be calculated using equation 
(4) below:  

𝐸𝑛 _  
∑ 𝐸𝑛

𝑛                                4                                     

Note: All energy calculation used mill watt (mW) 
unit 

5 SIMULATION TOPOLOGY 
To assess the performance of the security, 

trust model, four different network topologies are 
designed to reflect a healthcare IoT device scenario. 
In this case, IoT devices are set to monitor health 
parameters such as Haemoglobin, Pulse blood 
pressure, Blood sugar and surveillance cameras. The 
scenario include 4 different rooms with each 
location comprising 10 IoT devices [29]. In the 
simulation scenario, a single room is increased at 
each simulation cycle, so that the number of nodes 
are varied from 10 to 40 nodes with each room 
comprising a single CH. 

 In the third scenario, each room is 
considered a trust manager. The network simulation 
topologies are shown in the Figure 1, Different 
number of nodes were used to investigate the energy 
consumption overhead in case of the different 
network nodes. Each of the 10 nodes have a cluster 
head. A constant bit rate traffic of 1mbps is 
transmitted from each node to other node [30]. 
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Figure 1: Simulation Topology Of 40 Nodes 

The parameters used in the network 
simulation are assigned to the network nodes as 
listed in Table. Various scenarios are implemented 
in the simulation using different IoT devices. The 
three main implementation of the no trust model are 
TAS-IoT, STD-IoT and Context IoT. 

As shown in Table 1, channel type used are 
wireless channel which connect all wireless nodes 
together in the simulation scenario for data 
exchange [31]. In this scenario, Radio-propagation 
model used is a two-ray-ground for long distance 
communication [32]. Network interface type used is 
wireless physical layer which deals with four 
important features of the network: electrical, 
mechanical, procedural and functional. Also, it 
defined the required hardware characteristics to be 
used for the data transmission such as signal 
strength, voltage/current levels, media and 
connector. Essentially, this layer ensures adequate 
reception of the bit sent on the other side of the 
network [33]. Omni antenna is the antenna type used 
to receive and transmit the signals in all directions. 
The antenna is suitable for most users due to their 
ability to provide reliable coverage over a large area 
and can accommodate multiple providers [34]. The 
MAC type is 802.11 NS-2 with its IEEE 802.11 
support which are extensively used for simulation of 
wireless communication in research environment 
[35]. 

 The topographical area was chosen to 
cover all units of clinics, big and small hospitals. 
The Routing protocol used is AODV and is designed 
for wireless and mobile ad hoc networks due to its 
flexibility and ability to allow nodes to enter and 
leave the network at will coupled with its limitation 
for node energy consumption [36]. The data flow 

used is a constant bit rate due to the fact that this 
scenario need to receive data at a constant bit rate 
like video data transfer to and from a digital video 
camera [37]. The packet size applied is 1000 bytes 
to enable transfer of video data with high quality. 
The data bit rate 1 mbps was selected to meet the 
requirements of camera traffic.  

The main parameter considered for the 
trust model efficiency is the number of nodes. 
Because, the trust approach depends on the nodes to 
build the trust between nodes and provides security. 
This is followed by another factor that control the 
amount of data exchanged between the nodes [5]. 
This study considered majority of health care 
systems ranging from clinics to large hospitals. 
Therefore, the scenario used in this simulation 
includes 10, 20, 30, and 40 nodes to cover the vast 
majority of health care centre units. So, 10 nodes is 
for clinic, 20 nodes for small hospitals, 30 nodes for 
medium hospitals and 40 nodes for big hospital 
units. The simulation time is selected to meet the 
expected amount of consumed energy and the initial 
energy [38]. The management of the network 
topology is widely used as a mechanism to enhance 
wireless sensor networks lifespan (WSN), [39]. 

Table 1: Network values for the Simulation Parameters  

PARAMETER VALUE 

Channel type Wireless Channel 

Radio-propagation 
model 

Two Ray Ground 

Type of Network 
Interface  

Wireless Phy 

Antenna type Omni Antenna 

Interface queue type DropTail/PriQueue 

Maximum packet in 
Queue 

50 

MAC type 802_11  

Topographical Area 1000 x 1000 sq.m 

Routing protocols AODV 

Number of IoT nodes 10,20,30,40 

Simulation Time 100 seconds 

Data Flow CBR 

Packet Size 1000 byte 
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Data Bit rate 1 mbps 

Initial Energy  1000 Joule 

RX Power  1.0 

TX Power  1.0 

Sleep Power 0.1 

Transition Power  0.2 

Idle Power  0.5 

6 RESULTS 
As illustrated earlier, four main scenarios 

are applied: no security trust model, TAS-IoT model 
STD-IoT and context-IoT model. Figure 2, 
illustrates the results of the evaluation metrics when 
no security trust model is applied. The x-axis 
illustrates the number of nodes in the topology and 
y-axis is the number of nodes. The amount of 
consumed energy is quite small with an average 
value of 46 mW, the remaining energy is about 953 
mW, which indicate that only about 4% of the initial 
energy is consumed during the simulation period, 
and the minimum level of energy for the highest 
consuming node is 900 mW. 

 

Figure 2: Evaluation Metrics Of No Trust Scenario 

 

In Figure 3: the evaluation metrics for 
TAS-IoT Model is presented. It shows the average 
consumed energy of about 240 mW, the average 
remaining energy of 759 mW, this indicates that the 
average energy consumed is 24% of the initial nodes 
energy. While, the lowest energy level in the node is 
373 mW. 

 

 

Figure 3: Evaluation Metrics Of Tas-Iot Model Scenario 

The evaluation metrics results of STD-IoT 
model is shown in Figure 4 with the average 
consumed energy of about 157 mW, the average 
remaining energy is 842 mW, however, if the cluster 
gateway energy is ignored, and the minimum 
remaining level of nodes energy is about 790 mW. 
Therefore, the result shows that the average 
consumed energy is about 16% of the initial node 
energy. 

 

 

Figure 4: The Evaluation Metrics Of Std-Iot Model 
Scenario 

 

Figure. 5, shows the third mechanism (context-
IoT) with an average consumed energy of about 
531mW, which implies that dramatic decrease in 
energy consumption is observed. The figure also 
shows that the remaining energy is declined abruptly 
when the average remaining energy is about 469 
mW, and the minimum level of energy for the least 
node has dropped to zero level when some nodes are 
depleted completely. 
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Figure. 5. Evaluation Metrics Of CONTEXT-Iot Model 
Scenario 

7 RESULTS COMPARISON 
Figure 6 illustrates energy consumption 

result for the four scenarios: no trust model TAS-
IoT, SAD-IoT and CONTEXT-IoT models. The 
result indicates that the amount of energy consumed 
is increased from the initial energy of 4 % in no trust 
model to 25% when TAS-IoT model is applied. This 
occurred when all network node are working on the 
monitoring mode to investigate data delivery. On 
the other hand, when the monitoring task is directed 
to the cluster IoT gateway, the energy consumption 
is decreased downwards to 16% when SAD-IoT is 
implemented due to the recommendation system of 
the IoT gateway in the IoT device nodes. 

  

Figure. 6. Consumed Energy For The Four Main 
Scenarios  

The result of the remaining energy levels for the 
four scenarios: no trust model, TAS-IoT SAD-IoT, 
and CONTEXT-IoT models is shown in Fig. 7, The 
result shows that the amount of remaining energy is 
decreased from the initial energy of 95 % in no trust 
model to 76% when TAS-IoT model is applied, 
where all network node is working on the 
monitoring mode to investigate the data delivery and 
existence of any security risk. On the other hand, 

when the monitoring task is directed to the cluster 
IoT gateway, the remaining energy level is 
increased up to 84% when SAD-IoT is implemented 
due to the recommendation system of IoT gateway 
to IoT device nodes. The remaining energy in the 
CONTEXT-IoT goes down abruptly due to 
excessive data communication to achieve reliable 
trust level among nodes using the trust manager. The 
result shows that STD-IoT outperformed the 
CONTEXT –IoT with about 79% in energy 
conservation. 

 

 

Figure 7: Remaining Energy For The Four Main 
Scenarios  

The minimum node remaining energy for the 
four simulated scenarios are shown in Figure 8 the 
remaining value is varied depending on the used 
scenarios for different nodes numbers. When no 
trust model is applied, the remaining average energy 
level is 902 mW, however, it decreased to 790 mW, 
and When STD-IoT is applied. This means that it 
decreases to 12% of the value in no trust scenario. 
On the other hand, when TAS-IoT mode is applied, 
it reduced to 373 mW, which indicate a decrease by 
58% of the value in no trust scenario and 53% of the 
value of SAD-IoT trust. Finally, the CONTEXT-IoT 
exhibited the lowest node energy when it is 
completely exhausted at the nodes with a remaining 
energy of zero. 
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Figure 8: The Minimum Remaining Node Energy 
For The Four Main Scenarios  

8 CONCLUSION 
 

Summarily, the result shows that 
implementation of security trust model increases 
energy consumption due to the communication and 
computation overhead. The result also shows that 
CONTEXT-IoT mechanism consumed the highest 
amount of energy when huge number of data 
transmission is carried out to build trust and query 
for trust values. This is because CONTEXT-IoT 
mainly depends on trust manager which is 
responsible for assessing the trustworthy of each 
node in the network after the completion of each 
task and act. 

 Therefore, when a network node needs to 
send data to a specific node, it first sends a query 
packet to the trust manager demanding for the trust 
of the destination and wait for the manager’s 
response before it begins to communicate with it. On 
the other hand, TAS-IoT consume a smaller amount 
of energy than the CONTEXT-IoT when building or 
distributing trust values to the network members. 
Because, it depends mainly on provision of security-
based trust model by enabling IoT devices to sense 
its neighbour’s traffic in terms of security issues and 
the trust is calculated upon monitoring results. So, 
the best performance in terms of energy 
consumption is achieved by STD-IoT due to its 
fewer data exchanged requirement to build and 
maintain trust level. The security trust model of 
STD-IoT depends on gateway monitoring of the IoT 
devices within it domain. The trust value is finally 
sent to IoT devices as recommendations. Hence, the 
STD-IoT has outperformed the context–IoT with 

about 79% and TAS-IoT with about 53% in terms of 
energy conservation. 

9 IMPLICATION & RECOMMENDATION  
The aim of this study is to investigation 

how security trust model effect on energy node in 
the internet of things network, the result reveals that 
when the security complexity increases that leads to 
high energy consumption [which directly impacts 
on efficiency and quality of service for these nodes.  
The findings of the current study can be beneficial 
for researchers as it can show them the link between 
the security complications and energy consumption. 
in this study recommendation to the researchers 
whom are interested in the field of designing a trust 
model in internet on things network to considering 
energy node trust as a main factor in term of 
designing trust model to enhancing the reliability, 
integrity, and quality of service. 
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